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Naturally, all participants, visitors, sponsors and others concerned, will receive the Special 
after the 7th and 8th edition of the TOPNL Champion Clubmatch. In this issue, we include 

many photos, words of thanks, the judging reports and some related content. Of course, 
there is also a section available for the advertisers and contributors. Again, there were a 
number of entries from Germany and Poland and for that reason we make three Specials, 
in Dutch, German and English as well. 
 
 
 

 
This edition of the Champion Clubmatch was a very special one for more than one reason. 
Not in the least because we were entitled to organise not one but two clubmatches on 
one day. Due to the 'corona year' 2020, we were given the opportunity to organise this 

edition, which was cancelled last year. So why not hold both at the same date? 
 
Of course we also had to consider the Covid-19 measures.  Which meant, for example, 

that we had to organise the lunch different than usual, as well as handing out the judging 
reports and the goodie bags. After all, the 'one and a half meter rule' was still in force 
and we wanted to avoid too many people getting too close. 
 
Third fact which made it very special, was the location. After having organised five 
clubmatches in a row in Bemmel, we had to find another accommodation since the dog 

school in Bemmel was being closed down due to emigration of the owners. It was quite a 
search, yet we are more than happy that HSV de Nevelhorst in Didam was brought to our 
attention. 
 
On the day of the event, you can see a few people working hard to make sure that 
everything goes as planned. Prior to the 19th of September, however, hundreds of hours 
of work and hundreds of kilometres of driving have been put in to make sure that no one 

will lack anything. 

This is something we enjoy doing, especially if on 'The Day' we find that the preparations 
were just right and everybody is having a great day and is enjoying themselves together 
with us. 
Once again, the weather played a major part in this. But more than anything else, a 
fantastic group of people and dogs gathered together again. You all created a wonderful 
atmosphere in which sociability and sportsmanship were leading. 

A huge thank you to all participants, visitors, staff and everyone else present! 
 
Of course, there are many others we would like to thank for their support in making our 
event a success: 

- BIOFOOD animal food our main sponsor, making it possible that every 
participating dog got a tasty present when leaving the ring. 

- Bullepees.nl who, like in previous years, had prepared a delicious special treat for 
all the dogs and the dogs of our staff as well. 

- Jumper Deventer who once again gave a nice attention and a discount to the dog 
owners. 

- All other donators for their contributions to the coffee table, lottery and goodie 

bag. You find their logos or names elsewhere in the special. 
- The people who were active in the ring:  

 The judges Mrs. Coby van Kessel and Mrs. Katja Jasica. In this Special, you 
can learn more about their impression of judging our dogs. 

 The ring staff Miranda Janssen, who is in charge of all the administration and 
the writing of the judging reports, and Twan Peeters, who sees to an orderly 
course of affairs in the ring during the judgements. The latter two are familiar 
faces to us and we really appreciate your hard work time and time again. You 
both are absolute TOPPERS! 
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- The volunteers who generously assisted us on Saturday and Sunday: Patricia, 

Ragna and Vivi. 
Many hands make light work. Wow, you really worked hard and we thank you so 
much for that! 

- In addition, all those who rolled up their sleeves on the Sunday morning and 
afterwards in the afternoon: Erwin, Eliza, Jacco, Rob, Karin, André, Elzbieta, Dirk, 
Monika and everyone else we might (somewhat ashamed) have forgotten to 
mention. Thank you so much for your help, patience and time! 

- The people of HSV de Nevelhorst for their hospitality and the trust they put in us. 
 
The cooperation with the latter was such a positive experience for both parties that we 

immediately booked the date for next year in the agenda of HSV de Nevelhorst. 
 
Will you please make a note of the following information? 
The 9th TOPNL Champion Clubmatch will take place in Didam on Sunday 18th September 

2022. We have invited Mr. Jan Ebels to judge the dogs. 
If there is enough enthusiasm we shall give it another try to organise a Tatra-TOP Special 
Show alongside the Champion Clubmatch in 2022. The Tatra-TOP Special Show is open 

to all Tatra Shepherd Dogs from 2 months up. We shall invite somebody well known with 
the breed, to judge this part of our event. Due to its unofficial character it is particularly 
suitable as an exercise for young dogs, but it is also a special occasion to personally 
experience such an event with a Tatra that would not otherwise participate. Like said, all 
Tatra Shepherd Dogs are welcome with us, with or without pedigree, castrated or with a 
"fault", it doesn't matter. They may all be entered. 

 
In the course of spring 2022, we will have more information and starting from early June 
2022, we invite everyone to enter their dog(s) for our event again. 
The organisation 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Membership 
To apply for membership of 
our club, please use the 
application form on the 
website. 
If you prefer to apply in 
writing, you can print out the 
word document, fill it out and 
send it by post. The address is 
given on the application form. 
 
After publication in our 
newsletter and if there are no 
objections, you will receive an 
invoice for your membership 
fee to be paid. 
Subsequently, you will receive 
an annual invoice from TOPNL 
in the month of February. 
 
The annual membership dues 
must be paid by 31 March at 
the latest. After this date the 
amount shall increase with 
administrative costs. 
 
Ending of membership has 
to be submitted in writing 
to the membership 
administration before 
December 1st. 
 
Our account number is: 
IBAN-NL24INGB0007572572 

BIC-INGBNL2A  
Attn: Tatrahondvereniging 
Owczarek Podhalanski 
Nederland at Alkmaar. 
Please state your name, place 
of residence and invoice 
number when paying. 
 
The membership costs for one 
member are € 30,00 per year 
and for two or more members 
living on the same address € 
20,00 each per year. 
 
For memberships in the 
course of the year a 
proportionate part of the 
membership fee is charged. 
 

 
 

 

          

http://www.bfpetfood.nl
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A pallet of food and samples from BIOFOOD, a few boxes with goodies from Jumper 

Deventer and several cartons with treats for all the dogs from Bullepees.nl, who also gave 
the two winners an extra something and donated another basket for the lottery! 
 
All this, and much more, had to be transported to Didam, where it had to be gift wrapped. 
 
The end result were dozens of 'goodie bags', in the form of a beautiful and well-filled  
serving tray, dozens of bags with the samples of BIOFOOD and a carrier bag with all the 

necessary information about both clubmatches. 

 
 

 

 

 

Various photos - the preparations 
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Finally, there was also a lot of work to be done outside on the field before we could start with the Champion Clubmatch 

2020 on Sunday morning. 

Again, a large ring was set out on the huge field, but the cows didn't mind and just kept on grazing. 
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During the evening hours, some of us had a good time before, with the morning dew still on the field, we could finally 

start the event. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

http://www.bullepees.nl
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B.   Breeder 
BOB   Best of breed 
BOS       Best of the opposite sex 
CAC  Certificat d’Aptitude pour le Championat (national) 
CH.        Champion (completed with year and country) 
CIB  International champion 

CW  Clubwinner (completed with year) 
DOB  Date of birth 
E  Excellent 
F.  Father 
G  Good 
Imp.   Imported dog 

J-CH.  Junior champion (completed with land) 

LOSH  Belgian national studbook 
M.  Mother 
NHSB   Dutch national studbook 
O.   Owner 
PKR  Polish national studbook 
Res. CAC Reserve Certificat d’Aptitude pour le Championat (national) 

VDH/APH  German national studbook 
VG  Very Good 
W  Winner (completed with year and country) 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Abbreviations 
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For all participants, there will be treats from BIOFOOD and a 
goodie bag from Jumper Deventer. For the two winners of the 

day, Bullepees.nl provided another nice surprise. 

A memento for all participants in the morning show. 

 
 

 
Males 

 
Junior Class 

20.01 SAMAEL Czarci Sabat 

DOB: 03-09-2020 
PKR.I-96860 - 616093901351481 
B.: Morton, Katarzyna 
F.: TICO Canis Magnificus 

M.: MILVA Kalinowe Zauroczenie 
O.: Morton, Katarzyna 

 

12 months old male, masculine, slightly arched head, medium brown 
eye, good pigmentation of lips, nose and eyelids, complete scissor 
bite, well set and carried ears, slightly loose in lip. Even angulated, 
not yet firm in back, movement could be more powerful, tail carried 

joyfully, good 
 
1EX 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Various photos - preceding the morning show 

The judging reports and results Champion clubmatch 2020 (morning show) 
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Intermediate class 
20.02 DURNY SZCZYT Tatrzanskie Zauroczenie 
DOB: 04-12-2019 
NHSB 3238441 (imp.DE) - 276098106758700 
B.: Beentjes, Melanie 
F.: ACINAK SKIF Voploscenie Mechty 
M.: BEZA-MALUTKA Tatrzanskie Zauroczenie 

O.: Dool, van den Grada 
 

 

20 months, powerful male, medium head with correct proportions, a 
little open eye, would like to see the nose a little darker, lips and 
eyelids good pigment, better angulation behind than in front, scissor 
bite, good ear set and carried, good depth of chest, nice coat, but he 
needs to develop more, could drive more behind and goes a little 

narrow, likes to walk at a slow pace, tail is carried curled both in rest 
and in movement. 

 
1VG 

 
20.03 GRONIK Z TATR Bialy Domownik 
DOB: 13-01-2020 

NHSB 3183464 - 528140000780562 
B.: Jong, de Dora 
F.: KRASNY Mała Dolina 
M.: HEPHZIBAH du Domaine des Dhalbergs 
O.: Buma, Klaas 
 

 

20 months, strong male, head with good proportions, medium brown 
eye, well pigmented nose, lip and eyelids, incisive underbite, ears set 
high and both folded backwards, powerful body, well depth of chest, 

strong bone, lovely coat, could drive more behind and goes narrow 
in rear, a bit loose in elbows, spirited character, because of the teeth 
in front: 
 

2VG 

 
Open class 

20.04 BACA REACHER z Dziakowej Gazdówki 
DOB: 10-02-2017 
NHSB 3203456 (imp.PL) - 528246003007350 

B.: Komperda, Marek 
F.: CUDNY LOTOS Dolina Małej Panwi 
M.: LIMBA Zymbiańsko Duma 

O.: Jong, de André 
 

 

A 4 year old male, spirited character, nice proportional head, slightly 
round light eye, pincer bite, well pigmented nose, eyelids and lip, 

proportionally angulated, the backline is sloping too much, the ear is 
slightly high set but well carried, lovely coat with typical mane, prefer 
more fore chest and depth, the forefeet turned outwards, can have 
more drive behind, loose in the elbows, goes with a cheerful tail. 
Advice: more ring training so that the dog can be touched more 
easily.   

 
3VG 
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20.05 AMAZING OLLIE Biaca Perla 
DOB: 11-02-2019 
LOSH-9200415 - 528140000697200 
B.: Pas, Natasza 
F.: KONAR z Siwej Polany 
M.: HRABINA TAGODNIE od Zagroda Josserie 

O.: Berkmans, Marcel 
 

 

2½ years old, spirited male, well-proportioned head, however 
slightly flat in skull, oval middle brown eye, ears set a little high and 
carried close to the head, well pigmented nose, lip and eyelids, 
incisive underbite, balanced angulation, sufficient depth of chest, 
abundant coat, moves with ease but a little cow-hocked, good tail 

carriage in movement. Advice: more ring training so the dog can be 
touched more easily. 

 
G 

 
20.06 SPRING BUG Alpejskie Zauroczenie - NL-JW'18;NJK'19 
DOB: 06-03-2018 

NHSB 3135366 (imp.PL) - 616093900523275 
B.: Kucner, Wojciech 
F.: KING OF HAPPINESS Alpejskie Zauroczenie 
M.: HONEY Bajeczny Zakątek 
O.: Moget, Harry 
 

 

3½ years old powerful, breed typical male, good head proportion, 
well set and carried ear. Preferred a darker nose, well pigmented lip 

and eyelids, scissor bite, oval middle brown eye. Good depth of 
chest, balanced angulation, nice coat with breed characteristic 
mane, fluid movement, slightly narrow behind, tail carried gaily, 
friendly and pleasant character. 
 

1EX – Best male - CAC 
 
 

 
20.07 SPRYTNY HONIELNIK Bialy Domownik 
DOB: 28-03-2017 
VDH/APH 2019.704Ü - 528140000678459 
B.: Jong, de Dora 

F.: SWORNIK z Butorowego Wierchu 
M.: HEPHZIBAH du Domaine des Dhalbergs 

O.: Eckertz, Günter 
 

 

4½ powerful male, well-proportioned masculine head, slightly round 
medium brown eye, would like a slightly darker nose, lips and eyelids 
well pigmented, correctly set and carried ears. Balanced angulation, 

slight weakness in the front tarsal joints, sufficient depth of chest, 
narrow in the front, flowing movement, a little tight in the rear. 
Loose in the elbows, walks with a joyful tail. Breed-typical coat, A 
lively male and more ring training is recommended. 
 
2EX – Second best male – Reserve CAC 
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Females 
 

Junior class 
20.08 ADELKA von Gorskie Bialasy 
DOB: 08-07-2020 
VDH/APH 2020.725 - 276099200093646 
B.: Grabinski, Roman 

F.: RADAR z Dobieszowic 
M.: MIRABELLA Las w Jamnicach 
O.: Grabinski, Roman 
 

 

14 months old young female, nice shaped head, slightly round dark 
eye. Excellent pigmentation of nose, eyelids and lip, complete scissor 
bite, well set and carried ear. Balanced angulation. Excellent fore 

chest, summer coat. Moves well with somewhat gaily carried tail. 
Excellent temperament and behaviour, needs to develop further. 

 
3EX 

 

20.09 GAWRA Alpejskie Zauroczenie 
DOB: 10-04-2020 
NHSB 3220750 (imp.PL) - 616093900523275 
B.: Kucner, Wojciech 
F.: DA VINCI Ballada o Wędrowaniu 
M.: ZAKOCHANA MARYŚKA Alpejskie Zauroczenie 

O.: Moget, Harry 
 

 

17 months young female with beautiful expression, nice head with 

good proportions, lovely dark eye, excellent pigmentation of nose, lip 
and eyelids, scissor bite, well set and carried ear. Sufficient fore chest, 
balanced angulated. Could do with a few pounds less, lovely coat, 
smooth movement, very friendly and pleasant character. 

 
1EX – Best Junior – Second best female – Reserve CAC 

 
20.10 LINA 
DOB: 26-11-2020 

NHSB 3217075 - 528140000815552 
B.: Witbreuk, Linda 
F.: DRUŻBA Nutrena 

M.: WIOSNA 
O.: Witbreuk, Linda 
 

 

Almost 10 months young female, well-proportioned feminine head, 

slightly rounded light eye, excellent pigmentation of nose, lip and 
eyelids, scissor bite, well set and carried ear. Balanced angulation, 
good chest, good fore chest and depth, fluent movement but could be 
a bit firmer, moves with somewhat gaily carried tail. Friendly and 
pleasant character, beautiful breed-typical coat. 
 

2EX 
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Intermediate class 
20.11 GOSKA KOCHANA Bialy Domownik 
DOB: 13-01-2020 
NHSB 3183468 - 528140000781282 
B.: Jong, de Dora 
F.: KRASNY Mała Dolina 
M.: HEPHZIBAH du Domaine des Dhalbergs 

O.: Sinnebrink, Claudia 
 

 

20 months, beautiful female with well-proportioned feminine head, 
slightly rounded medium brown eye, good pigmentation of eyelids 
and lip, would prefer a slightly darker nose, scissor bite, well set and 
carried ear. Balanced angulation, sufficient fore chest, correct depth 
of chest, smooth movement, a little loose in the elbows. Beautiful 

breed typical coat and correct carried tail. Advice: ring training 
 

1EX 

 
20.12 DURNA TURNICZKA Tatrzanskie Zauroczenie 
DOB: 04-12-2019 

NHSB 3240384 (Imp.DE) - 276098106759014 
B.: Beentjes, Melanie 
F.: ACINAK SKIF Voploscenie Mechty 
M.: BEZA-MALUTKA Tatrzanskie Zauroczenie 
O.: Beentjes, Melanie 
 

 

21 months old female, well-proportioned feminine head with slightly 
rounded light eye, proper pigmentation of lip and eyelids, would like 

the nose to be a little darker, scissor bite, well set and carried ear. 
Nice fore chest and depth, rear slightly better angulated than front. 
Beautiful breed typical coat. Could drive a little more behind but 
moves smooth, a little loose in the elbows and carries the tail a little 
gaily. Pleasant ring behaviour. 

 
2EX 

 
Open class 

20.13 PASJA 
DOB: 31-12-2018 
NHSB 3144650 - 528140000745296 

B.: Witbreuk, Linda 
F.: KONAR z Siwej Polany 

M.: WIOSNA 
O.: Dool van den, Jan 
 
ABSENT 
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20.14 CARLINA z Butorowego Wierchu 
DOB: 21-03-2015 
PKR.I-85502 - 673S 
B.: Bukowski, Stanislaw 
F.: APOLLO z Butorowego Wierchu 
M.: KIRA z Butorowego Wierchu II 
O.: Kozuchowska, Elzbieta 

 

 

6½ years old, well-proportioned head, medium brown eye, well 
pigmented lip and eyelids, would like to see the nose a little darker, 
pince bite. Moderate balanced angulation, not so much fore chest, 
sufficient depth, a little narrow in front. Well set and carried ear. 
Cheerful and playful movement, which clearly shows her overweight. 
Advice: ring training so she can be touched more easily. 

 
4VG 

  
20.15 ŹDZIEBKO PANNY Ku Owcom 
DOB: 04-05-2018 
PKR.I-88647 - 616093900418722 

B.: Lusina, Agniezka 
F.: SPIRYTUS Kontekst 
M.: FIGA Z MAKIEM Las w Jamnicach 
O.: Lusina, Agniezka / Pas, Natasza 
 

 

3½ year old female, head of good proportions, would like more 

doming in skull, good pigment of lips and eyelids, nose could be a 
little darker. Excellent depth of chest, sufficient in front, a little weak 

in wrist, somewhat long in body, angulated better in rear than in 
front, slightly weak back. Excellent coat, tail carried a little to the 
side, a pity for today's overweight, friendly and amiable nature. 
 
3VG 

 
20.16 SASANKA POLNA Bialy Domownik 
DOB: 28-03-2017 
NHSB 3077473 - 528140000678558 
B.: Jong, de Dora 
F.: SWORNIK z Butorowego Wierchu 

M.: HEPHZIBAH du Domaine des Dhalbergs 
O.: Rzeszutko, Natalia 

 

 

4 year old female in slightly good condition, expressive head with 
correct proportions, beautiful dark eye, excellent pigmentation of 
lips and eyelids, I would like the nose to be a little darker, well set 
on and carried ears, correct fore chest and depth, correct 

angulations, stands firmly on her legs, nice bone, excellent coat, 
sound movement, friendly nature. 
 
1EX – Best female – CAC - BOB 
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20.17 HYRLA Pasja Cepra 
DOB: 16-04-2015 
VDH/APH 2017.683 Ü (imp.PL) -  
B.: Zwierchowski. Pawel 
F.: GIEWONT du Domaine des Dhalbergs 
M.: CORNO z Modrzewinowej Leśniczówki 
O.: Majouda, Monika 

 

 

6 years old female, well-proportioned head, would like more arch in 
skull, well pigmented lip and eyelids, preferred a slightly darker 
nose, scissor bite, well placed ears however, both ears were carried 
folded backwards. Is rather loose in skin, has balanced angulation 
and is narrow in front. Sufficient fore chest, underline is disturbed 
by too much loose skin. Fluent, rolling movement, behind a bit 

narrow, friendly conduct in the ring. 
 

VG 

 
20.18 WIOSNA 
DOB: 20-12-2013 
NHSB 2948516 - 528140000553155 

B.: Witbreuk, Linda 
F.: KUM z Poldery Holenderski 
M.: LIBUSZA z Poldery Holenderski 
O.: Witbreuk, Linda 
 

 

Almost 8 years old female, today shown in excellent condition, well-

proportioned female head, nice dark eye, nose, lips and eyelids well 
pigmented, likes to carry the ears drawn a bit backwards, scissor 

bite. Well balanced bone, excellent coat, rolling movement, behind 
a bit narrow, friendly character. 
 
2VG 

 
20.19 RIHANNA z Rogalowego Gaju 
DOB: 25-03-2016 
NHSB 3057733 (imp.PL) - 616093900237045 
B.: Rogalinska, Ewelina 
F.: FIGARO Algarobos 

M.: AZALIA de Ludwików 
O.: Erkel, Jacco van 

 
ABSENT 
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Veteran class 
20.20 LUDMILA z Poldery Holenderski 
DOB: 02-01-2011 
VDH/APH 2012.627 Ü - 528140000433726 
B.: Beentjes-Newsky, Netty 
F.: LUCJUZZ  
M.: HALNA z Poldery Holenderski 

O.: Sassenberg, Angelika 
 

 

Almost 11 years old bitch in good condition (good living), nice 
shaped feminine head, slightly rounded, dark eye, slightly loose 
eyelid, scissor bite which now clearly shows her age, dark 
pigmentation of lips and eyelids, moderate pigmentation of nose, 
ears well set however, one ear is held with a crease. Excellent bone, 

balanced angulation, slightly long in body. Lovely coat, moves well 
but is slightly narrow behind. The tail is carried correctly, friendly 

and pleasant character. 
 
1EX – Best veteran 

 

 
Dear Owczarek Podhalanski fans and of course all those present at the 2020 
Champion Clubmatch held on September 19, 2021  
 
It was an honour to be invited to judge the champion clubmatch of 2020 but Covid-
19 threw a spanner in the works and unfortunately it was cancelled and postponed 

to 2021, which was of course very understandable. 
Sunday, 19 September 2021 it was finally the day and it took place at the club 
ground of HSV de Nevelhorst in Didam, a new location for TOPNL since I understood 

that the terrain in Bemmel, where they used to go, was no longer available. 
Nevertheless, a beautiful location in a quiet area. All in all it was again a day with a 
TOP organisation with not one but two Champion clubmatches held on the same 
day. In the morning I had the honour to judge the championship clubmatch of 2020. 

This was because several breed clubs this year had permission from the Dutch 
Kennel Club to organise the cancelled/suspended champion clubmatch of 2020 as 
well. And thus it happened for the Tatra Shepherd Dogs with the breedingclub TOPNL 
as well. 
 
The weather gods were well disposed towards us all. Early in the morning it was still 

a bit chilly, but that changed in the course of time and it was a very nice and 
pleasant day. Fortunately, not too hot for the dogs and more importantly, a very 
successful day! 
During judging I learned that the exhibitors had come from different countries, 

which is of course always very pleasing.  
The judging went well in the morning and for some exhibitors it felt a bit unaccustomed, but fortunately I was able to give 
them ample time to present their dogs as well as possible. As best of breed I chose the female although I also liked the 

male. The female which I had chosen was very well presented by a Polish lady. Only after I had finished the judging in the 
morning, I found out that this female turned out to be a redeployment, who was with her new owner only since a few hours, 
which is quite remarkable. I did not know anything about this and so I got the impression that this female had been with 
this owner for a long time, considering the harmony and interaction between the two. This was really great and wonderful 
to see. 
 
In general, I was fairly pleased with the type and the pigmentation. However, I would like to remark that there are a few 

points of interest besides the flaws that I have noticed in the presented dogs. One of them is that I would like to point out 
to the breeders that they still have to pay attention to the tail carriage.  In my opinion it has not really improved over the 
last few years and this should be a point of interest in the breeding of Tatra Shepherd dogs.  
Another point of interest for all exhibitors is the condition of the dogs, i.e. the overweight. In my opinion this should be 
monitored more carefully, since it has a direct influence on the wellbeing of their Tatra Shepherd dogs. 
 

The judge writes …  
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Besides that, I experienced it as very pleasant, enjoyable and well organised day and I want to thank the breed association 
TOPNL once again very much for their hospitality and the invitation to be judge this morning. Also I would like to thank 
everyone who was present for their sportsmanship and I wish everyone the very best of luck and a lot of fun with their 
four-legged friends.  
 
Coby van Kessel 
 

 

  
Best male: 

SPRING BUG Alpejskie Zauroczenie by Harry Moget 
Reserve best male: 

SPRYTNY HONIELNIK Bialy Domownik by Günter Eckertz 
 

 

 

 
Best female: 

SASANKA POLNA Bialy Domownik by Natalia Rzeszutko 
Reserve best female: 

GAWRA Alpejskie Zauroczenie by Harry Moget 

 
 

 

The best dogs of the morning (Clubmatch 2020) 
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TOPNL Clubwinner 2020 

 

TOPPER 2020 in the picture  
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new round, new awards The beautiful, spacious and quiet terrain in Didam 

  
  

 

Various photos - preceding and during the afternoon show 
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Males 

 
Junior class 

21.01 Bialy Misiu DARE TO DREAM 

DOB: 16-07-2020 
NHSB 3202213 - 528140000804403 
B.: Oudshoorn, Sylvia 
F.: POKAŹNY Bajeczny Zakątek 
M.: DYMA Biaca Perla 
O.: Delfgou, Patricia 

 

 

14 months old male of correct type, the head has good proportions, 
beautiful eye, correct pigmentation, full scissor bite. Excellent level 

top line balanced angulated in front and rear, chest adequately 
developed for his age. Moves fluently and with drive in the ring, 
slightly narrow behind. Tail set correctly, excellent coat for age. 
 

1EX 

 
21.02 SAMAEL Czarci Sabat 
DOB: 03-09-2020 
PKR.I-96860 - 616093901351481 

B.: Morton, Katarzyna 
F.: TICO Canis Magnificus 
M.: MILVA Kalinowe Zauroczenie 

O.: Morton, Katarzyna 
 

 

12 months old male of slightly smaller type. Correct proportions of 
head, excellent eye, slightly loose lips, complete scissor bite. The 

top line is slightly raised, the legs in front and rear are beautifully 
parallel. Correct angulation in the forehand, sufficient behind. Moves 
with drive through the ring, slightly loose in the back, correct carried 
tail, excellent coat. 
 
2EX 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

The judging reports and results Champion Clubmatch 2021 (afternoon show) 
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Intermediate class 
21.03 DURNY SZCZYT Tatrzanskie Zauroczenie 
DOB: 04-12-2019 
NHSB 3238441 (imp.DE) - 276098106758700 
B.: Beentjes, Melanie 
F.: ACINAK SKIF Voploscenie Mechty 
M.: BEZA-MALUTKA Tatrzanskie Zauroczenie 

O.: Dool, van den Grada 
 

 

21 months old male of fine type with beautiful masculine head. Well 
shaped skull and of correct proportions. Correct pigmentation, 
complete scissor bite. Excellent top line, tail set a little too high. 
Correct shaped chest, well-angulated in front and hindquarters. 
Moves with enough drive in the ring. The elbows are turned slightly 

inwards in front, behind he is somewhat narrow. Carries his tail high. 
Excellent coat. 

 
2EX 

 
21.04 GRONIK Z TATR Bialy Domownik 
DOB: 13-01-2020 

NHSB 3183464 - 528140000780562 
B.: Jong, de Dora 
F.: KRASNY Mała Dolina 
M.: HEPHZIBAH du Domaine des Dhalbergs 
O.: Buma, Klaas 
 

 

20 months old male of correct type. Nice head proportions, excellent 
eye, well set ears, excellent pigmentation, undershot bite. Excellent 

top line, good proportions in body, well developed chest. Legs are 
well placed, with sufficient angulation in front and hindquarters. 
Moves fluently through the ring with a joyful tail, excellent coat 
quality. 
 

G 

 
21.05 GÓRAL KOCHANY Bialy Domownik 
DOB: 13-01-2020 
NHSB 3183462 - 528140000675844 
B.: Jong, de Dora 

F.: KRASNY Mała Dolina 
M.: HEPHZIBAH du Domaine des Dhalbergs 

O.: Bolhuis, van Stefan 
 

 

20 months old male of satisfactory type. The head is well 
proportioned, slightly small eye, correctly shaped. Excellent 
pigmentation, complete scissor bite. Straight top line, enough 

angulation of forehand, good angulation of hindquarters. Well-
developed chest, nice body proportions, moves fluently through the 
ring with a slightly high carried tail, behind a little narrow. Excellent 
coat. 
 
1EX 
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21.06 GARDZIEL GÓRSKI Bialy Domownik 
DOB: 13-01-2020 
NHSB 3183465 - 528140000781749 
B.: Jong, de Dora 
F.: KRASNY Mała Dolina 
M.: HEPHZIBAH du Domaine des Dhalbergs 
O.: Voncken, Roy 

 

 

20 months old male, strong type. The head is well proportioned, 
open eye and slightly loose in the lips, correct ear. Excellent top line, 
correct chest, well angulated in front, slightly steep in the rear, turns 
the feet slightly outwards behind. Movement rather uncoordinated. 
Very joyful in the ring. 
 

3VG 

 
Open class 

21.07 AMAZING OLLIE Biaca Perla 
DOB: 11-02-2019 

LOSH-9200415 - 528140000697200 
B.: Pas, Natasza 
F.: KONAR z Siwej Polany 
M.: HRABINA TAGODNIE od Zagroda Josserie 
O.: Berkmans, Marcel 
 

 

2½ years old male of adequate type. The head has enough type, 
well-shaped eye, proper pigmentation, undershot and small teeth. 

Excellent top line, very well shaped chest. Stands slightly close in 
front, is sufficiently angulated in front and rear. Moves fluently but 
weak in wrists, body a bit low on legs. Excellent coat. 
 
G 

 
21.08 SPRING BUG Alpejskie Zauroczenie - NL-JW'18;NJK'19 
DOB: 06-03-2018 
NHSB 3135366 (imp.PL) - 616093900523275 
B.: Kucner, Wojciech 

F.: KING OF HAPPINESS Alpejskie Zauroczenie 
M.: HONEY Bajeczny Zakątek 

O.: Moget, Harry 
 

 

3½ years old, excellent type, well-formed head and very expressive, 
correct eye and ear, excellent pigmentation, complete scissor bite. 
Correct top line, excellent chest, well angulated in front, slightly 

steep in hindquarters. Well-proportioned body. Moves fluently 
through the ring, could show a little more drive in the hindquarters. 
Excellent tail carriage, excellent coat. 
 
1EX – Second best male – Reserve CAC 
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21.09 SPRYTNY HONIELNIK Bialy Domownik 
DOB: 28-03-2017 
VDH/APH 2019.704Ü - 528140000678459 
B.: Jong, de Dora 
F.: SWORNIK z Butorowego Wierchu 
M.: HEPHZIBAH du Domaine des Dhalbergs 
O.: Eckertz, Günter 

 

 

4½ years old male of correct type. Beautiful head showing good 
proportions, correct eye and ear. Slightly lifted loins in top line. 
Sufficient angulation in front, slightly steep in hindquarters. Correct 
body proportions, moves fluently through the ring, behind a bit 
narrow. Correct coat. Excellent ring-behaviour. 
 

2EX 

 
Champion class 

21.10 OBYWATEL Zagubione Marzenia - CH.NL-BE-LU-DE-
PL;CIB 

DOB: 23-07-2016 
NHSB 3062743 (imp.PL) - 616093200237222 
B.: Kalis, Sabina 
F.: CYPRYS Zymbiańsko Duma 
M.: DZIEWANNA-FANTAZJA Filos 
O.: Oudshoorn, Sylvia 

 

 

5 years old and appealing male of excellent type. Nicely shaped head 

with good proportions, correct eye, good pigmentation. Excellent top 
line, well-formed chest, correct angulation front and rear. Correct 
body proportions, excellent movement in front and hindquarters. 
Goes fluently and with good drive through the ring. Correct tail 
carriage, correct coat. 

 
1EX – Best male – CAC - BOB 
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Females 
 

Junior class 
21.11 Bialy Misiu DESTINY 
DOB: 16-07-2020 
NHSB 3202214 - 528140000796376 
B.: Oudshoorn, Sylvia 

F.: POKAŹNY Bajeczny Zakątek 
M.: DYMA Biaca Perla 
O.: Oudshoorn, Sylvia / Oudshoorn, Djulia 
 

 

13 months old female of excellent type. Beautiful feminine head and 
good proportions, correct eye and ear, good pigmentation. Excellent 
neck and top line. Well-developed chest, well angulated front and rear. 

Excellent body proportions, moves fluently and with good drive 
through the ring, the back still needs to become a little firmer. 

Excellent coat. 
 
2EX 

 

21.12 ADELKA von Gorskie Bialasy 
DOB: 08-07-2020 
VDH/APH 2020.725 - 276099200093646 
B.: Grabinski, Roman 
F.: RADAR z Dobieszowic 
M.: MIRABELLA Las w Jamnicach 

O.: Grabinski, Roman 
 

 

14 months old female of correct type. Well shaped head, excellent 
eye, nice pigmentation. Correct top line. Slightly steep in front, correct 
angulation in hindquarters. The chest is sufficiently developed, the 
body has good proportions. Moves fluently through the ring with a 
joyful tail. Correct coat for her age. 

 
3EX 
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21.13 BAJKA Osikowe Zacisze 
DOB: 21-06-2020 
VDH/APH 2020.723 - 276098800153517 
B.: Majouda, Monika 
F.: SPRYTNY HONIELNIK Bialy Domownik 
M.: HYRLA Pasja Cepra 
O.: Vogt, Bianca / Vogt, Andreas 

 

 

15 months old female, correct in type.  The head is well shaped, good 
eye, excellent pigmentation. Slightly short in neck, straight back and 
slightly high set tail. Correct chest, correct body and sound 
proportions. Balanced angulation in front and rear, somewhat loose in 
the hocks. Moves with enough suppleness, but the back could be a 
little firmer. 

  
VG 

 
21.14 GAWRA Alpejskie Zauroczenie 
DOB: 10-04-2020 
NHSB 3220750 (imp.PL) - 616093901221430 

B.: Kucner, Wojciech 
F.: DA VINCI Ballada o Wędrowaniu 
M.: ZAKOCHANA MARYŚKA Alpejskie Zauroczenie 
O.: Moget, Harry 
 

 

17 months old female with complete scissor bite. Excellent type with 

beautiful attractive female head of excellent proportions. Lovely eye, 
well pigmented. Excellent chest, very good angulation in front and 

hindquarters. Shows a little bit long in body. Moves with ease through 
the ring with a joyful tail. Beautiful coat. 
 
1EX – Best junior 

 
21.15 LINA 
DOB: 26-11-2020 
NHSB 3217075 - 528140000815552 
B.: Witbreuk, Linda 
F.: DRUŻBA Nutrena 

M.: WIOSNA 
O.: Witbreuk, Linda 

 

 

10 months youthful female, beautiful feminine type. Well-
proportioned head, ear set a little too low, correct eye, good 
pigmentation. Correct top line, stands parallel on legs with just 
enough angulation in front and rear. Correct chest. Runs sufficiently 

fluent, but is falling slightly on the forehand. Correct coat structure. 
 
4EX 
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Intermediate class 
21.16 GOSKA KOCHANA Bialy Domownik 
DOB: 13-01-2020 
NHSB 3183468 - 528140000781282 
B.: Jong, de Dora 
F.: KRASNY Mała Dolina 
M.: HEPHZIBAH du Domaine des Dhalbergs 

O.: Sinnebrink, Claudia 
 

 

Young female of beautiful type, 20 months. Well shaped head. Correct 
top line, correct pigmentation. Well angulated in forehand, 
satisfactory at the rear. Correct underline, correct body proportions. 
Moves fluently and with drive through the ring. Does not allow herself 
to be touched. 

 
2EX – Second best female – Reserve CAC 

 
21.17 GUNIA GÓRALSKA Bialy Domownik 
DOB: 13-01-2020 

NHSB 3183469 - 528140000782130 
B.: Jong, de Dora 
F.: KRASNY Mała Dolina 
M.: HEPHZIBAH du Domaine des Dhalbergs 
O.: Verbeek van Meggelen, Yvonne / Verbeek, Maarten 
 

 

20 months young female of correct type with shedding coat. Correct 
head with good skull and muzzle, well-shaped eye and fine 

pigmentation. Slightly upward sloping top line. Balanced angulation in 
front and rear. Already excellent chest. Proper proportions in body. 
Moves with sufficient drive through the ring. Slightly weak in wrists 
and somewhat weak feet. Slight arched back. 
 

3EX 

 
21.18 GARNCARKA POLONIA Bialy Domownik 
DOB: 13-01-2020 
NHSB 3183471 - 528140000781983 
B.: Jong, de Dora 

F.: KRASNY Mała Dolina 
M.: HEPHZIBAH du Domaine des Dhalbergs 

O.: Bleeken, van den Armand 
 

 

220 months old female of masculine type. The head is in harmony 
with the body, beautiful eye, excellent pigmentation. Correct top line, 
well angulated in front and rear. Good chest. Moves fluently and with 

drive through the ring with a correct tail set. Abundant nice coat. 
 
1EX – Best female - CAC 
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Open class 
21.19 PASJA 
DOB: 31-12-2018 
NHSB 3144650 - 528140000745296 
B.: Witbreuk, Linda 
F.: KONAR z Siwej Polany 
M.: WIOSNA (NHSB 2948516) 

O.: Dool van den, Jan 
 
ABSENT 

 
21.20 ŹDZIEBKO PANNY Ku Owcom 
DOB: 04-05-2018 
PKR.I-88647 - 616093900418722 

B.: Lusina, Agniezka 
F.: SPIRYTUS Kontekst 

M.: FIGA Z MAKIEM Las w Jamnicach 
O.: Lusina, Agniezka / Pas, Natasza 
 

 

4 years old feminine female with well-proportioned feminine head. 

Lovely eye, correct pigmentation, well carried ear. Good neck, top line 
is slightly sloping upwards, long feet (hare feet). Excellent body 
proportions. Moves with sufficient drive, loose in the elbows, and loose 
in the back. Excellent coat. 
  
1EX 

 

20.21 SASANKA POLNA Bialy Domownik 
DOB: 28-03-2017 
NHSB 3077473 - 528140000678558 
B.: Jong, de Dora 
F.: SWORNIK z Butorowego Wierchu 

M.: HEPHZIBAH du Domaine des Dhalbergs 
O.: Rzeszutko, Natalia 
 

 

4 years old female of excellent type with feminine head of good 
proportions. Correct eye, correct scissor bite. Straight top line, 
balanced angulation in front and rear with enough chest. Nice body 
proportions, moves fluently with slightly rising top line. Good coat. 

 
2EX 
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20.22 APOLKA Osikowe Zacisze 
DOB: 07-05-2018 
VDH/APH 2018.700 -  
B.: Majouda, Monika 
F.: JAROSLAW z Poldery Holenderski 
M.: HYRLA Pasja Cepra 
O.: Majouda, Monika 

 

 

3 years old female, head with good proportions. Standing a bit high 
on legs, could be a bit stronger in bone. Enough chest, good top line. 
Balanced angulated in front and rear, moves fluently through the ring 
with good top line and tail carriage. Good texture of coat. 
 
4VG 

 
20.23 WIOSNA 
DOB: 20-12-2013 
NHSB 2948516 - 528140000553155 

B.: Witbreuk, Linda 
F.: KUM z Poldery Holenderski 
M.: LIBUSZA z Poldery Holenderski 
O.: Witbreuk, Linda 
 

 

8 years old female in excellent condition. Beautiful feminine head, 

correct eye and ear, excellent pigmentation, scissor bite. Correct top 
line, slightly short in neck. Balanced angulation in front and rear. 

Correct body proportions, correct chest. Moves very well through the 
ring with good tail carriage. Correct texture of coat. 
 
3EX 

 
Veteran class 

21.24 LUDMILA z Poldery Holenderski 
DOB: 02-01-2011 
VDH/APH 2012.627 Ü - 528140000433726 
B.: Beentjes-Newsky, Netty 

F.: LUCJUZZ  
M.: HALNA z Poldery Holenderski 

O.: Sassenberg, Angelika 
 

 

11 years old female in excellent condition. Lovely feminine head well 
proportioned, good pigmentation, complete scissor bite. Excellent top 
line and underline, well developed chest. Balanced angulation in front 

and rear, stands parallel in front and rear. Good body proportions. Still 
moves very fluently and with drive through the ring. Very joyful and 
friendly character. 
 
1EX – Best veteran 
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I was warmly received by the board and before the judging started in the afternoon, 
I was regaled with a delicious lunch.  

It was a special day as the 2020 Champion Clubmatch was being held in the 
morning. My day was made so much easier by my very professional ringmaster 
Twan and administrator Miranda who made sure the ring procedures went 
smoothly. 
The prizes were most generous towards the exhibitors which included dog food 
from the sponsor, dog beds, toys, bowls, etc....  

I would also like to thank the exhibitors for their entries and their supportive 
manner in accepting my ratings and qualifications. There were some beautiful dogs 
to see and I feel very privileged to have been able to judge them, especially as 
some of them had travelled quite a distance to show their dogs to me. 

 
I was very pleased with the overall quality of the dogs. 
Characters were generally fine, the males showed a bit more macho behaviour, 

some of them need more practice on being touched by strangers, however, since 
there is Covid it is not easy to socialise a breed that is by nature more withdrawn. 
It was my pleasure to give the titles of club winner to Obywatel Zagubione 
Marzenia. 
 
A beautiful representative of the breed, in splendid condition, with expression, 

perfectly presented and with a fine character. 
 
The best female was also a gorgeous girl, I hope the owners, for whom it was the first show, will decide to continue with 
her. 
Hereby I want to congratulate the board and the members and thank them very much for this beautiful day. 
Hope to see you soon. 
 

Katja Jasica 

 
 

The judge writes …  
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Best male: 

OBYWATEL Zagubione Marzenia by Sylvia Oudshoorn 
 

Reserve best male: 
SPRING BUG Alpejskie Zauroczenie by Harry Moget 

 

 

 

 
Best female: 

 GARNCARKA POLONIA Bialy Domownik by Armand van 
den Bleeken 

Reserve best female: 
GOSKA KOCHANA Bialy Domownik by Claudia Sinnebrink 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The best dogs of the afternoon (Clubmatch 2021) 
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TOPNL Clubwinner 2021 

 

 

TOPPER in the picture  
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Roy Voncken: 

Special thanks to the organisation 🎉 for this very nice and well organised day. Many compliments for that. 

 
Lizanne Voncken: 

Today participated on the Champion Clubmatch. Gardziel finished in third place 💙🐾 got lots of nice treats. It was a very 

pleasant day, with 🌞weather 🍀So proud of him. 🐾. 

 

Frank Sonsma: 
Nothing to add. Hoa was exhausted when he came home. Just carried on sleeping. Looking forward to the next clubmatch. 
 
Janny Buma: 
A beautiful day. Thank you all for the photos. Very well organised and so many nice presents we received. Boris will benefit 

for quite some time. 😅 

 
Van den Bleeken Armand: 
Thanks for the lovely day and to all of you, it was great to meet you and congratulations to all of you, they are all beautiful 

dogs. 
 
Claudia Sinnebrink: 

It was a very nice day and we were very happy to see you again. 🤗 

 
Katarzyna Morton: 

Great place and country ❤ Wonderful people.... An intense weekend in the Netherlands, new experiences and friendships 

gained. Lucek relaxed and happy. Never been judged so thoroughly. He returned home with trophies ❤ Thank you all and 

especially the judges. 
 
Anita Cleeren: 
We enjoyed our day in Didam! 
 
Natasza Pas: 
Sunday the 19th of September Nikaya and I went to the Top show. There were 2 shows, one in the morning and one in the 

afternoon with two different judges, in the morning C. van kessel (NL) and in the afternoon K. Jasica (BE) .It was a nice 
and convivial show and the atmosphere was again very relaxed and sociable. The Also the lunch was very well catered for. 

I really want to thank the management of TOP for this very pleasant and well organised day😘. 

 
 

Received comments 
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Majorie Plomp-Snel: 
It was really nice to experience this for once. Well done, thank you very much. 
 
Sylvia Oudshoorn: 

Congratulations to all participants' 😀❤Compliments for the organisation and volunteers 👏 

 

Natalia Rzeszutko: 
"SASANKA POLNA, on the road to dreams. 
 
Dreams make us move forward, and so do friends who support us and push us to make our dreams come true. 
For a long time I have dreamt of going to Holland for the Club Exhibition of Highland Sheepdogs. Why Holland? Because 
they love this breed very much and there are people who have devoted their lives to these dogs. Wilma, who created the 

Database, in which you can find full information about the pedigrees of all Highland Sheepdogs. Dora, who together with 
Wilma wrote an extensive and very informative book about this breed. Natasha Pas, for whom Highlanders are a real 
passion. 

Maybe I would have dreamt of this journey even further, but this time all the circumstances were such that I now had to 
go to where my Sasanka was waiting for me. 
So, together with my friend Kasia and her dog Luck, we got in the car and drove off. Holland welcomed us with beautiful 
views and good weather. The show was held in a wonderful quiet place. To really understand how beautifully organised this 

event is, you have to visit it at least once. Very warm atmosphere, spacious ring, great judging, huge amount of gifts for 
dogs. Thank you organizers for such a wonderful show! And my Sasanka received the title of Dutch Club Winner. So dreams 
come true. Thank you Dora, for my dear girl.  
P.S. Now we know for sure that we will go there again for this show, only we will stay a little longer in this beautiful country. 

Really Kasia😉? 

 
 
 

 

  
GAWRA Alpejskie Zauroczenie was selected as best junior both in the morning and in the afternoon! 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The best junior and veteran of the day 
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LUDMILA z Poldery Holenderski received the title of best veteran twice! 
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For 2021 we have planned one more activity on the date mentioned below: 
 

 Sunday 14 November - walk on the beach, centrally located on the Dutch North Sea beach. 
 

The location of the this walk and the agenda for 2022 will soon be made known through our regular newsletter and the 
website. 
 
If you know of a beautiful and nice trail where dogs can run free, preferably with catering facilities, please send a message 
to evenementen@topnl.eu.  
 

With the exception of the General Members' Meeting, all our events are open to both members and non-members of TOPNL.  
Members will receive a discount on events for which a fee is charged. 
 

 
 

Putting this Special together was a huge job. We do hope that you have enjoyed reading it and have found it interesting. 
The next TOPNL -Champion Clubmatch shall, provided all goes well, be held on the 18th of September 2022. We have again 
booked the location in Didam. We sincerely hope you will be joining us there (again). Through our regular newsletter, 
website and Facebook community, we will notify you as soon as the entry is opened. 
 
Except for the general assembly, both non-members and members are warmly invited to participate in our activities. The 

agenda for this year as well as for next year will be published very soon on our website and in our newsletter. 
See you at the next event! 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

TOPNL-agenda 

Finally 

mailto:evenementen@topnl.eu
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